
Welcome to our Monday Solutions Edition. As always, Memes are at the bottom.

Please join us every Monday at 1pm for our weekly community Zoom chat. Today's chat
will open with a discussion of the shifting and breaking paradigms that have held our culture
together (and in bondage), and explore the "light in the dark" or the positive developments
that have taken place in our lives due to the plandemic. Click to join:

1PM Monday Zoom

To victory!

John-Michael and the RiseUpNH team
Rise Up NH and VCAL and projects of the Collaborative Communities Coalition, a 501(c)(3)
nonprofit. We are a diverse non-partisan group focused on education & community resilience.

PLEASE DONATE TODAY to support our efforts. Thank you!

SOVEREIGNTY NOTICE:
No one is telling you what to think or believe, or even what is true. Articles and videos

offered here do NOT imply any kind of imprimatur of truth or finality on the part of
anyone in Rise Up NH, but are offered for consideration as partial perspectives
towards gaining a fuller picture of what's so. In general, we do not repeat the
ubiquitous mainstream narratives, though most items reference these in their

arguments. Please do your own research, suspend final conclusions in favor of
continuing research, ignore what doesn't ring true for you, and always make up your

own mind. Collective sense-making is a path, not a destination.

Newsletter - Monday October 31, 2022

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85668398722?pwd=RW0vL1BvajlqSHBKcHRNYm13dllpZz09
https://riseupnh.org/donate/?utm_source=mailpoet&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Monday-edition-10-31-22


Help Support Local Student’s Singing Tour
I am going on a singing tour in Spain with my choir, the Cecelia Ensemble in April. In order to
go, we have to do fundraising to pay for the tour. One thing I am doing is selling raffle tickets.
The tickets are for a chance to go on an all-expenses-paid 3-day weekend trip to either
London or Paris, your choice! The brochure with all the information is here:
https://bit.ly/3Tb9CHi. The tickets are $20. Email artsybobcat2@gmail.com to get a ticket.
The deadline to buy tickets is November 1st (the drawing is November 14). If you are
interested, or know anyone who is interested please email back and let me know! I would
really appreciate the help.
Thanks,
Cadence, daughter of Brenna (Stoddard)

https://bit.ly/3Tb9CHi


https://www.quest4emergence.com/
https://www.restoringeden4naturalhealth.com/


Have a business or item you'd like to share here? Contact admin@riseupnh.org.

Events

ONE-TIME EVENTS
Saturday Nov 5th, 5:30-9:30PM
Health Freedom NH Fall Presentation & Social Evening
Also celebrating the launch of Children's Health Defense of New England.
This is a private event in Temple NH.
Ticket purchase is $20 including the meal.
Tickets are limited, please be respectful with reservation and give us notice if you have to
change your plans.
https://hfnh.org/event/nov5/

 

Friday-Sun Nov 11-13 Remote Viewing Workshop
Fitzwilliam, taught by Jim Rodger, $125 - still a couple of spots left.
Details, write: jmdumais@gmail.com

 

ONGOING EVENTS
Biweekly, Saturday 10am to 11:30am NVC Study Group, Swanzey
(Next class: Oct 29) - with Kristen Reynolds

 
This study group for people who have either done an NVC intro with Kristen, read the book
Nonviolent Communication by Marshall Rosenberg, or have had NVC training elsewhere.

 
(Kristen will do NVC intro workshops occasionally for those who wish to start this practice. If
you are interested in an introduction, please contact her to set up a time. Intros take three
hours.) Info/directions: kreynolds3000 at gmail dot com.

 

https://hfnh.org/event/nov5/


Fridays Starting October 14 from 4pm - 5:15pm
Energetic Vinyasa Flow Yoga class w/ Bronwyn Sims
@ Elements MMA, Keene
Drop in rate - $22s
To sign up please click this link: https://www.elements-mma.com/workshops
If you have questions please email: justmoveyoga@protonmail.com
Even more classes -- see www.justmoveyogafitness.com 

 

Have an event you'd like us to post? Contact admin@riseupnh.org.

The UpBeat

Love Like There's No Yesterday - Caitlin Johnstone
Love big
Love hard
Empty the tank
Leave it all in the ring
There's nothing to save it for anyway
Read/Listen: https://caitlinjohnstone.substack.com/p/love-like-theres-no-yesterday

States Where Our Children Are Not The Walking Dead
From https://www.gooddog-usa.com
Safe States for Children: Here’s a List of Republican Governors Who Won’t Comply with
CDC Mandates to Force COVID-19 Vaccination on Kids for School... Updated List as of
October 24, 2022

Pat Metheny Group - First circle - live in Japan
One of the best renditions of this prog jazz/rock Metheny/Mays classic
9 minutes: https://youtu.be/LEmL6tIaYWU

https://www.elements-mma.com/workshops
mailto:justmoveyoga@protonmail.com
http://www.justmoveyogafitness.com/
https://caitlinjohnstone.substack.com/p/love-like-theres-no-yesterday
https://www.gooddog-usa.com/
https://youtu.be/LEmL6tIaYWU


Free/Cool/Fun/Weird/Noteworthy
"STOP White Coat Killers: Holding Hospitals Accountable for Deaths"
Tuesday at 12 NOON EST: Urgent Grassroots ZOOM Meeting by Truth for Health
Foundation.... Hospitals across America are STILL killing as many as 1000 patients a day
using “COVID” protocols
https://therebelpatient.substack.com/p/stop-white-coat-killers-holding-hospitals

 

New Book - Presidential Takedown: How Anthony Fauci, the CDC, NIH, and the WHO
Conspired to Overthrow President Trump
Available for pre-order; ships November 15.
https://www.amazon.com/Presidential-Takedown-Conspired-Overthrow-
President/dp/1510776222/

 

Vaccine Information: All You Ever Need to Know or Prove - Anna Von Reitz
The patents tell the story.
http://www.paulstramer.net/2022/10/vaccine-information-all-you-ever-need.html

 

In Search of Mycotopia - new book
Citizen Science, Fungi Fanatics, and the Untapped Potential of Mushrooms. Author Douglas
Bierend uncovers a vanguard of mycologists: growers, independent researchers, ecologists,
entrepreneurs, and amateur enthusiasts exploring and advocating for fungi’s capacity to
improve and heal. From decontaminating landscapes and waterways to achieving food
security, In Search of Mycotopia demonstrates how humans can work with fungi to better live
with nature—and with one another.
https://www.chelseagreen.com/product/in-search-of-mycotopia-paperback/

 

The Illuminating History of the Jack-o-Lantern
15 minutes: https://rumble.com/v1nye1j-the-illuminating-history-of-the-jack-o-lantern.html

 

Devilishly clever words of the day:
conscious objector: (n.) one who is aware of, and logically dismisses, the dog and pony
show that passes for any official narrative.
waffle: (n.) breakfast of politicians.
census: (n.) being counted so we can be discounted.
https://open.substack.com/pub/solluckman/p/devilishly-clever-word-of-the-day-7d5

 

The Real Anthony Fauci Movie - Part II
Free to view through tomorrow: https://www.therealanthonyfaucimovie.com

 

https://therebelpatient.substack.com/p/stop-white-coat-killers-holding-hospitals
https://www.amazon.com/Presidential-Takedown-Conspired-Overthrow-President/dp/1510776222/
http://www.paulstramer.net/2022/10/vaccine-information-all-you-ever-need.html
https://www.chelseagreen.com/product/in-search-of-mycotopia-paperback/
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Making A Killing Documentary WORLD PREMIERE Friday November 4, 2022
Why did they not use financial incentives for “lives saved” greater than compensation for
“COVID-19 deaths”?
https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/making-a-killing-documentary

 

Free eBook - For new subscribers, get the free ebook, "Challenging the Pandemic
Narrative," by JM Dumais, here: https://bit.ly/3fa8JAr

Politics, Bills, Elections, Voting & Natural Law

2022 RebuildNH Candidate Endorsements
https://rebuildnh.com/endorsement/2022/ 

Get Your Sample Ballot for the General election:
https://www.sos.nh.gov/elections/sample-ballots#

How to Vote Blue No Matter Who!
Satire with JP
9 minutes: https://rumble.com/v1qe75k-how-to-vote-blue-no-matter-who.html

Brandon Straka of #Walkaway: On Delusional Policies Of The Left Pushing Minority
Communities To The MAGA Movement - with Steve Bannon
11 minutes: https://rumble.com/v1nkjjc-brandon-straka-on-delusional-policies-of-the-left-
pushing-minority-communit.html

Briahna Joy Gray: The Democratic Party Is DEAD
16 minutes: https://youtu.be/1twQxxhI5j0

Dan Bongino Sunday Special w/ Kari Lake, Dinesh D'Souza, Kelly Tshibaka and Dan
Horowitz
62 minutes: https://rumble.com/v1qe3w9-sunday-special-w-kari-lake-dinesh-dsouza-kelly-
tshibaka-and-dan-horowitz.html

Election Fraud with Foster Gamble
Foster takes a deep dive on the motivation, history, and current situation of massive election
fraud.
2 hours: https://youtu.be/EueQjUUp_sQ

Are The Democrats Warmongers? With Guest Tulsi Gabbard - #022 - Stay Free with
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Russell Brand
Tusli and Brand take a deep dive on the problem with the elites, Democrats, war profiteers,
and more
66 minutes: https://rumble.com/v1q5akx-the-democrats-are-warmongers.-with-guest-tulsi-
gabbard-022-stay-free-with-r.html

Relocalization, Regenerative Practices & Prepping

Good way to preserve cilantro for months
In Chinese, with English subtitles
9 minutes: https://youtu.be/6lz27sbeKPM

Banning Herbicides on Campus
Mackenzie Feldman, founder of Herbicide-Free Cal and Re:wild Your Campus (formerly
Herbicide-Free Campus), discusses her successful campaign to ban herbicides on her
campus. - Center for Food Safety's The Hero's Journey Podcast
3 hours: https://anchor.fm/center-for-food-safety/episodes/Mackenzie-Feldman-e1q0flu

Creating Energy Freedom for a Cleaner Environment
George Wentz of MAD Energy on developing true freedom, independence, and self-reliance,
with Foster Gamble (Wentz is also the super-lawyer behind ending the mask mandates on
airplanes)
40 minutes: https://youtu.be/AfH8ASN8rnw

Bruce Lipton - How To Manifest Your Vision
There is an opportunity during this crisis to change the way we perceive the world, and
therefore change the world itself. More often than not people will ask questions like, “How
can I change the world, and how can I become a better activist in creating more harmony?”
5 minutes: https://youtu.be/G8APko1Y1sE

Rolling Blackouts throughout New England this winter?
The different types of blackouts and how you can prepare for them. plus some tips on how to
keep yourself safe during an emergency, like a rolling blackout.
11 minutes: https://youtu.be/9hsFvxaP9Ak

More emerging battery technology:

Is the future of solid-state batteries 3D-printed?
9 minutes: https://youtu.be/2OlaSM5fT4k
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Large-scale compressed air energy storage evolves
13 minutes: https://youtu.be/KslThwIurHs

Rebuilding Relationships, Society & Culture
Why Actor Tim Robbins's Apology Matters - James Lyons-Weiler
Yesterday I was wondering when the vaccine zealots who demonized us would apologize.
Kudos to Tim Robbins for having the gravitas to take the lead on this important issue.
https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/why-actor-tim-robbinss-apology-matters
Source: Tim Robbins and the Lost Art of Finding Common Ground (Matt Taibbi):
https://taibbi.substack.com/p/tim-robbins-and-the-lost-art-of-finding

 

Daniel Schmachtenberger: "Modeling the Drivers of the Metacrisis”
Human’s ability to develop and use tools is one of our greatest strengths - yet has also led to
increasing destruction of the natural world. How does technology intensify the binding effects
of a world order based on growth? Is there any way out - or could global solutions just make
the problem worse?
2 hours: https://youtu.be/tQkQrc3Ant4
Schmachtenberger is a founding member of The Consilience Project, aimed at improving
public sensemaking and dialogue: https://consilienceproject.org

 

Iain McGilchrist: 'We Need to Act'
In this conversation with Rebel Wisdom's David Fuller, psychiatrist, neuroscience researcher,
philosopher and literary scholar McGilchrist talks about how our current culture's domination
by a 'left brain', reductionistic, materialist and literalist perspective had reached crisis point.
He explains how this is manifesting as a 'war on reality', and a series of attacks on free
speech.
42 minutes: https://youtu.be/686heq5QFPk
Iain's website: https://channelmcgilchrist.com/

 

The Endgames of Bad Faith Communication - and Recovering Good Faith
Communication
Seeking to understand others and communicate honestly is an essential democratic virtue.
Can it be maintained in the digital age?
https://consilienceproject.org/endgames-of-bad-communication/
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A New (or really ancient) Worldview Is Emerging That Can Change Our Perspective On
Reality
On living the reality of our interconnectedness
https://www.collective-evolution.com/2022/09/20/a-new-worldview-is-emerging-that-can-
change-our-perspective-on-reality/

Jab & Plandemic News

https://www.collective-evolution.com/2022/09/20/a-new-worldview-is-emerging-that-can-change-our-perspective-on-reality/


Brave RN Michelle from Fresno Blows the Whistle on Baby Deaths
"I've had enough. I cannot take any more of this. We're talking about babies."
Article and link to Stew Peters video: https://sagehana.substack.com/p/brave-michelle-from-
fresno-blows

Mailbag Bombshell: The NFL is giving their players IVERMECTIN as a prophylactic
AND to prevent “positive” Covid tests
https://www.barnhardt.biz/2022/10/24/mailbag-bombshell-the-nfl-is-giving-their-players-
ivermectin-as-a-prophylactic-and-to-prevent-positive-covid-tests/

New Bivalent COVID-19 Booster Shots Continue to Kill and Injure as U.S. Government
Targets Blacks and Hispanics
https://healthimpactnews.com/2022/new-bivalent-covid-19-booster-shots-continue-to-kill-and-
injure-as-u-s-government-targets-blacks-and-hispanics/

College Professor and Medical Doctor Reviews New Studies Showing the Rate of
Myocarditis in Young People Following COVID Vaccines is Much Higher than Originally
Thought
https://youtu.be/vveMHtVk_mY

Peer-Reviewed Study Confirms Fatal Flaw in PCR Testing - James Lyons-Weiler
42% False Positive Rate for SARS-CoV-2 nonQ-RT-PCR Test. This means COVID-19
Vaccine Outcomes Rate Data are Unreliable and Invalid. The number of "cases" via positive
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PCR has been overstated by a factor of 80:1. There are No Credible COVID-19 Rate,
Hospitalization, Death, or Vaccine Efficacy and Safety Data.
https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/peer-reviewed-study-confirms-fatal

The Science Analyst Offers an Alternative Explanation for the Nanotechnology EMF
Assembly Hypothesis
https://sagehana.substack.com/p/the-science-analyst-offers-an-alternative

Here We Go Again: "Unvaccinated as the Enemy of the People"
https://live2fightanotherday.substack.com/p/here-we-go-again-unvaccinated-as

Unholy Alliance — Faith Leaders Pushing Pharma Fraud - Dr. Mercola
Would Jesus really ask people to get the jab?
Article and videos: https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2022/10/31/faith-leaders-
promotes-covid-vaccine.aspx

MRNA vaccines pushed by the CIA || Dr. Robert Malone with Alison Morrow
28 minutes: https://youtu.be/EPbkuPvYPEk

A guide on how to remove Graphene, the substance being transmitted from the COVID
Vaccinated to the Unvaccinated, from your body.
Plus Understanding The Connection Between EMF, 5G, Graphene Oxide, Hydrogels and
Covid
https://expose-news.com/2022/10/30/guide-how-remove-graphene-from-body/

https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/peer-reviewed-study-confirms-fatal
https://sagehana.substack.com/p/the-science-analyst-offers-an-alternative
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General Health and Wellness

Lion's Mane Mushrooms Actually DO SOMETHING!
This mushroom can enhance your brain functioning.
6 minutes: https://youtu.be/tSUURvSBR-4

Trouble Sleeping? Try White Noise and Delta Binaural Beats
https://youtu.be/Zl3lacdGKg0

Gerald Pollack: Electrically Structured Water
Water receives and processes electromagnetic energy drawn from the environment in much
the same way as plants. This absorbed energy can be exploited for performing chemical,

https://youtu.be/tSUURvSBR-4
https://youtu.be/Zl3lacdGKg0


electrical, or mechanical work.
1 hour: https://youtu.be/rfxDs1N_-3c

Paul Stamets - Where Science and Spirituality Synchronistically Converge?
On the capacity of psilocybin tryptamines to enhcance neurogenesis, neural plasticity, and
neural generation, from the Psychedelic Assistance Therapy Global Summit
55 minutes: https://youtu.be/V9VxUSxPnwM

NH Child Vax Exemption - According to New Hampshire RSA 141-C:20-c, children can be
exempt from immunization requirements with the completion of New Hampshire
Childcare/School Immunization Religious Exemption form:
https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/sites/g/files/ehbemt476/files/documents2/imm-cert-religious-
exemption.pdf (note: form does not include COVID vax - suppose you'll have to write it in)

EMFs

ART's EMF Advocate's Tool Kit
https://www.americansforresponsibletech.org/tool-kit

5G - An Undeniable Risk Webinar
96 minutes: https://youtu.be/_ltJdtmsA58

Money, Food, Energy, Jobs & Resources

Russia, The Key To The Great Reset – CBDC’s – Sovereign Defaults & More
Martin Armstrong interview, with Patrick Timpone from One Radio Network
95 minutes: https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/armstrong-in-the-media/interview-russia-
the-key-to-the-great-reset-cbdcs-sovereign-defaults-more/

Fuel company issues diesel shortage alert for the southeast
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/fuel-company-issues-diesel-shortage-alert-for-
the-southeast/ar-AA13xZqO

The Fantasy of Autonomous Self-Driving Cars is Coming to an End as Tesla Faces
DOJ Criminal Probe
https://healthimpactnews.com/2022/the-fantasy-of-autonomous-self-driving-cars-is-coming-
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to-an-end-as-tesla-faces-doj-criminal-probe/

Technocracy, AI/Transhumanism, Eugenics,

Geoengineering & The Deep/Surveillance State

Ethical AI: The Key to a Free and Thriving Future
The endgame of the New World Order seems to be technocratic tyranny culminating in
complete control of all humans and ultimately turning over our freedom and our
consciousness to elite sociopaths and their digital robots. Matthew James Bailey, Katalin
Walcott and Rajiv Malhotra are pioneering the moral philosophy and the cutting-edge
technology that can safeguard our personal and data sovereignty. Interviewed by Foster
Gamble.
79 minutes: https://youtu.be/vAfaNDIQIwM

Roger Waters slams Bono and Davos - The Greyzone
With Aaron Mate, Max Blumenthal, and Anya Parampil
13 minutes: https://youtu.be/fC7JNvJZCZ0

Meet the Dons who run Silicon Valley – the PayPal Mafia.
https://fleximize.com/paypal-mafia/

Jordan Paterson: Wicked Globalists Are Causing Starvation and Poverty Under the
Guise of Environmentalism
25 minutes: https://youtu.be/tF5spyudTYA

Synthetic Spirituality - Frank Jacob with Jean Nolan
40 minutes: https://youtu.be/P1gi5MBfmBU

Schools & Education

The Secret Power of Homeschoolers
VICE News investigates why families are opting out, and what happens to the institution of
public school when people abandon it.
43 minutes: https://youtu.be/9kuNycfklN4

Why This Former School Teacher is in Favor of Homeschooling | Dr. Kathy Koch | Kirk
Cameron on TBN

https://healthimpactnews.com/2022/the-fantasy-of-autonomous-self-driving-cars-is-coming-to-an-end-as-tesla-faces-doj-criminal-probe/
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7 minutes: https://youtu.be/jf-1-T19Ljs

Homeschooling Options and State Exemptions for Childhood Vaccines
How to escape the COVID-19 childhood vaccination schedule that may be coming to your
state soon.
https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/homeschooling-options-and-state-exemptions

Ukraine, False Flags & Globalist Militarism

Airstrikes on critical infrastructure reported across Ukraine
Some 40 incoming Russian missiles were detected, according to an official
https://www.rt.com/russia/565639-ukraine-missile-attacks-energy/

"Let's Get Out Of NATO": Discontent Soars Across Europe As Russian Sanctions
Backfire
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/lets-get-out-nato-discontent-soars-across-europe-
russian-sanctions-backfire

CrossTalk: Time to talk? with Scott Ritter
How is the conflict in Ukraine likely to end? Why does the West refuse to negotiate an end to
the conflict? And, how will the global order likely change as a result of the conflict in Ukraine?
25 minutes: https://youtu.be/xZWwumosbQQ

Is military readiness being impacted by mandates, regulatory capture, and enemy
action?
In this DarkHorse Podcast clip, Bret Weinstein speaks with three active and past duty service
members about their experience in the US military during Covid, who seek to bring to light
what they are seeing and what it represents.
22 minutes: https://youtu.be/nYroeDUMaRs

How The U.S. Learned To Love Neo-N@zis In UkraineHow The U.S. Learned To Love
Neo-N@zis In Ukraine
Hosting the Jimmy Dore show, Aaron Maté (https://mate.substack.com) and his panel of
Ukrainian-born journalist Lev Golinkin and America’s Comedian Kurt Metzger discuss the
curious interaction of the Azov Battalion, Ukraine’s World War II hero/Nazi collaborator
Stepan Bandera, Volodymyr Zelensky and the Ukrainian populace.
34 minutes: https://youtu.be/mRi-A4WskYI
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1st & 2nd Amendments, Psy-Ops, Propaganda,

Censorship & Critical Thinking

WHO to control Health content on YouTube & censor everything disputing Official
Narrative so it can manipulate Public Opinion
The WHO and Google team up (even more) to take down free speech. Users will have to
commit to WHO-approved practices to be labelled as “reliable” in algorithm.
https://expose-news.com/2022/10/30/youtube-announces-partnership-with-who/

Twitter users call on Elon Musk to reinstate doctors suspended for so-called Covid
'misinformation'
Includes a list of some of the top folks deplatformed, why and when
https://crossroadsreport.substack.com/p/twitter-users-call-on-elon-musk-to
Justin Hart's Top 100 Banned-from-Twitter list:
https://twitter.com/justin_hart/status/1586048543495622658

Glenn Greenwald: The Consortium Imposing the Growing Censorship Regime -- and
Our New Live, Prime-Time Rumble Program
The fraudulent “disinformation” industry
https://greenwald.substack.com/p/the-consortium-imposing-the-growing

Supreme Court May End All Gun Control - Crossroads with JOSHUA PHILIPP
A recent ruling from the U.S. Supreme Court on New York State Rifle & Pistol Association
Inc. v. Bruen could have broader implications than at first appeared. Amid a flurry of lawsuits
challenging gun laws across the United States, analysts are now claiming that the top court’s
decision could potentially end all gun control laws in the country.
28 minutes: https://youtu.be/hOh4lhtnmjc

The Stockdale Paradox and the Future of Liberty
Stockdale Paradox: “You must never confuse faith that you will prevail in the end—which you
can never afford to lose—with the discipline to confront the most brutal facts of your current
reality, whatever they may be.”
https://www.aier.org/article/the-stockdale-paradox-and-the-future-of-liberty/

Culture Wars

Kanye West's "White Lives Matter" Shirts | Glenn Loury & John McWhorter
10 minutes: https://youtu.be/cWl70V-gMd0

https://expose-news.com/2022/10/30/youtube-announces-partnership-with-who/
https://crossroadsreport.substack.com/p/twitter-users-call-on-elon-musk-to
https://twitter.com/justin_hart/status/1586048543495622658
https://greenwald.substack.com/p/the-consortium-imposing-the-growing
https://youtu.be/hOh4lhtnmjc
https://www.aier.org/article/the-stockdale-paradox-and-the-future-of-liberty/
https://youtu.be/cWl70V-gMd0


Paradigm Expanding

Michael Armstrong: Big Bang NEVER Made Sense | Thunderbolts
Natural Philosopher Michael Armstrong explains why the Big Bang doesn't make sense, and
also deconstructs Scientism—the dogmatic religion in pursuit of scientific knowledge—except
for any significant new truth that challenges its status quo.
16 minutes: https://youtu.be/yKOu-g5_e4E

Stuart Talbott: Electric Jupiter Baffles Astronomers | Thunderbolts
Talbott discusses the conundrum for the current astrophysical theories of the multiple
cyclones which appear fixed and unmoving at each of Jupiter’s poles, and how the
connected-everywhere electric universe model explains this phenomenon.
11 minutes: https://youtu.be/1DHZ0GgxznY

Why Did Quantum Entanglement Win the Nobel Prize in Physics?
Is the official scientific narrative starting to embrace nonlocality?
20 minutes: https://youtu.be/US7fEkBsy4A

Remote Viewing Area 51 with Daz Smith
Daz Smith was tasked to remote view Area 51 by Courtney Brown of the Farsight Institute.
Area 51 is the common name of a highly classified United States Air Force (USAF) facility
located within the Nevada Test and Training Range. The intense secrecy surrounding the
base has made it the frequent subject of conspiracy theories and a central component of
unidentified flying object (UFO) folklore.
42 minutes: https://youtu.be/3mCULNE-txo

Woman Dies; Shown The Magnitude And Impact Of Thoughts and Behavior (NDE)
You are an Enormous Ripple Effect
22 minutes: https://youtu.be/3j7YqTZkRuE

The Message: Be a Light Unto the World! - Special Festive Teaching from (Halloween
is Diwali in Disguise) - Shunyamurti
Shunyamurti sheds light on the inner meaning of the ritual metaphors of the five days of
Diwali and the three days of Halloween (which includes All Saint’s Day and All Soul’s Day),
and their relationship to the final fulfillment of the human mission—to defeat the demons of
Kali Yuga and celebrate our noble and royal return to Sat Yuga. But this ultimate revolution
requires a superhuman effort: we must join together and light up the world with wisdom and
divine love.

https://youtu.be/yKOu-g5_e4E
https://youtu.be/1DHZ0GgxznY
https://youtu.be/US7fEkBsy4A
https://youtu.be/3mCULNE-txo
https://youtu.be/3j7YqTZkRuE


55 minutes: https://youtu.be/4HgQYat_ntQ

Monday Memes

https://youtu.be/4HgQYat_ntQ











